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A Lifetime of Savings
Realize the full potential of Thermo King truck units with 
Electronic Throttling Valve (ETV) technology. ETV serves as 
the ultimate addition to Thermo King T-Series single-temp 
truck units with scroll compressors. These units include the 
T-600, T-800 and the T-1000. 

For a small cost, customers can reap major long-term 
benefits, including significant fuel savings, improved 
temperature control and reduced maintenance. Simply put, 
ETV for truck will pay for itself in just a short period of 
time, but its value will be felt for the entire lifetime of your 
Thermo King refrigeration unit. 

Benefits of T-Series ETV
 Benefit

T-SERIES ETV
EXCLUSIVE TO THERMO KING, ELECTRONIC THROTTLING VALVE 

 (ETV) FOR TRUCK UNITS SAVES FUEL, MAINTAINS TEMPERATURE, 
AND REDUCES MAINTENANCE

Maintain Temperature
ETV’s primary purpose is to pull down and maintain set point 
temperature in a swift, efficient manner. The two primary 
benefits of this are:

• Longer Shelf Life: Keep customers happy by improving the 
quality of their product on arrival. Products being hauled 
remain fresher longer, as the box temperature recovers to 
set point faster after each door opening. 

• Faster Pulldown: Save time and fuel with quick pulldown, 
which cools the truck quicker, saving time on the front end 
of trips.

ETV improves temperature recovery and 
provides more consistent temperature, 
keeping the load fresh.

Pulldown is up to 65% faster, saving 
operators time on the front end of trips.

In a time when saving money is 
crucial, ETV reduces operating costs by 
reducing fuel consumption and required 
maintenance.

Because it reduces the high speed run 
time required, ETV will make your Thermo 
King unit last longer.

End Users

Truck Operators

Operating Cost

Equipment Life
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Feature of the Month is in iService

Previous features of the month can be found in iService. Click “Feature of the Month” under the 
Marketing Communications and Newsletters heading to access archived features. Be sure to look for 
Feature of the Month the first week of every month.
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the Month

etV For trailer
Maximize Your Unit

How it Works

The Electronic Throttling Valve (ETV) for trailer units from 

Thermo King uses a microprocessor to precisely control the 

refrigeration system. As the temperature approaches setpoint, 

the ETV begins to close, throttling the suction gas returning 

to the compressor and thus reducing cooling/heating capacity. 

As the box temperature approaches setpoint , the ETV 

becomes almost completely closed. This process provides  

very smooth and steady temperature controls, resulting  

in benefits for users. 

ETV Benefits

•	 Maximizes	C
apacit

y The suction pressure control 

algorithm on ETV for trailer allows the refrigeration system 

to fully utilize the power capabilities of the engine under 

varying conditions.

•	 Ext
ends	S

helf	L
ife  ETV allows trailer units to run 

in Modulation mode, preventing temperature spikes  

which can cause costly damage to product and profits.  

(See details on back)

•	 Ru
ns	in	

Extre
me	Ambient 

 The ETV prevents trailer 

unit shutdowns in high ambient temperatures by allowing 

continued operation of the unit at a temporarily reduced 

refrigeration capacity.

•	 Im
prove

d	Pull
	Down	(and

	Pull	U
p)  Even when 

ambient temperatures are high, the ETV gets your trailer 

to the right temperature faster than any other product  

in the industry. 

•	 En
hance

d	Syst
em	Safeg

uards
 The ETV provides an 

additional measure of protection against high discharge 

pressures and possible compressor damage, as well as high 

coolant temperatures which can lead to engine shutdown.

ETV (electronic throttling valve)  

gets your trailer to the right 

temperature faster.
Without ETV

With ETV
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The fastest pull down  

(and pull up) in the industry

The Electronic Throttling Valve (ETV) on Thermo King trailer units protects fre
sh loads while 

saving you time and fuel. ETV allows the reefer to run in modulation mode, assuring the most 

consistent temperature throughout the trailer.  

ETV
UA 180, ambient 100oF 

ETV: TESTING TELLS THE STORY
TEST 1: Work Day Simulation
Parameters

TEST 2: 
Pulldown and Hold
Parameters

Ambient: 80 degrees F
Duration: 4.4 hours
Box Set Point: 35 degrees F
Unit Mode: CYCLE-SENTRY

RESULTS: ETV SAVES 30% IN FUEL, REACHES 
SETPOINT 52% FASTER, ENGINE RUNS 17% LESS RESULTS: ETV SAVES 21% 

IN FUEL, REACHES SETPOINT 
35% FASTER, ENGINE RUNS 

22% LESS 

BENEFITS DEMONSTRATED BY TESTING
Thermo King ETV technology delivers tremendous value to refrigeration unit operators. Whether it’s fuel savings, extending  

calendar time between service intervals or temperature management, ETV offers a radical improvement over conventional technology.
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Pulldown

Ambient: 100 degrees F

Duration: 8 hours

Box Set Point: 35 degrees F

Unit Mode: CYCLE-SENTRY

Profile: 4 hours pull down 
 hold, then 4 door 
 openings, 15 min. each

Door Open: Unit shuts off
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